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Rabbi Baruch Neustadter, a well-known 

Talmudic scholar, was a follower of 

the tzadik, Rabbi Elimelch of Lizhensk. He 

often traveled to Lizhensk in order to spend 

Shabbat with the revered Rebbe. 

 

One Saturday night, as Rabbi Baruch was 

bidding the rebbe farewell, the Rebbe 

Elimelech said to him as follows: "Know that 

every mitzvah in the Torah makes us holy. For 

instance, we are forbidden to eat meat that 

was cooked together with milk. A Jew who 

keeps this mitzvah becomes pure to such an 

extent that his organs cannot digest this 

combination. If milk and meat were to enter 

his throat together, he would not be able to 

swallow, but would instantly cough them up." 

 

After these words and the rebbe's final 

blessing, R. Baruch took his leave. But he was 

puzzled. Why, of all topics, did the rebbe 

choose to speak about milk and meat just as 

he was departing? He pondered this for a 

while, but could come up with no answer, so 

he let his mind turn to other matters as he 

journeyed home. 

 

A few weeks passed. R. Baruch was in 

the beit midrash [study hall] one night, 

learning Torah. Suddenly one of his children 

burst into the shul. "Tatte, come quickly!" the 

child exclaimed breathlessly, grabbing his 

father's hand. "Mama was eating supper and a 

piece of meat got stuck in her throat! She can't 

breathe! Hurry!" 

 

The two ran out of the shul and hurried home. 

R. Baruch found his house full of neighbors 

trying all sorts of remedies and tricks to save 

his wife. The poor woman was lying on a bed, 

her face blue and her eyes popping, struggling 

to breathe as she attempted to dislodge the 

meat that was obstructing her airway. But 

nothing seemed to help. A doctor had been 

summoned as well, and he arrived on the 

heels of R. Baruch, but he was no more 

successful than the rest in helping the choking 

woman. 

 

"If only I could ask the Rebbe in Lizhensk to 

pray for her!" R. Baruch thought desperately. 

The Rebbe...Lizhensk…and then it struck him 

like lightning! The rebbe's cryptic message 

during his last visit lit up his mind, and he 

knew just what to do. 

 

R. Baruch quickly prepared a glass of hot 

milk. Prying his wife's mouth open wide, he 

poured some of the beverage inside. And just 

as he hoped would happen, the moment the 

hot milk touched the meat that was stuck in  

 
 

(painting by Zalman Kleinman, OBM) 

 

her throat, his wife began to cough and retch. 

It only took a moment for the meat to be 

dislodged. The rebbe was right: the body of an 

observant Jew could not digest that which is 

forbidden. Within a very short time his wife 

was breathing freely and was completely 

recovered. 

 

Rabbi Baruch hastened to Lizhensk to thank 

the rebbe for his advice. But the Rebbe 

Elimelech only smiled… 

 

Source: Adapted by Yerachmiel Tilles 

from "Glimpses of Greatness" by Rabbi David 

Koppelman [Moznaim]. Connection: Seasonal 

- 21 Adar is the yahrzeit of the Rebbe 

Elimelech. 

 

Biographical note: Rabbi Elimelech of 

Lizhinsk (1717 - 21 Adar 1787), was a major 

disciple of the Maggid of Mezritch, successor 

to the Baal Shem Tov, and the leading Rebbe 

of the subsequent generation in Poland-

Galitzia. Most of the great Chassidic dynasties 

stem from his disciples. His book,Noam 

Elimelech, is one of the most popular of all 

Chassidic works. 

 

The Coins that Cured 
There was once a man who had a paralyzed 

daughter. He brought the girl from doctor to 

doctor for consultations, but they could do 

nothing, and she remained in the same 

condition, unable to move any of her limbs. 

When the Baal Shem Tov began to acquire a 

name as a healer and a holy man who could do 

wonders through prayer, the man's friends 

urged him to seek the Baal Shem Tov's help 

for his daughter, But the father refused to 

make the trip, saying that he did not believe 

that such things happened in his day and age. 

"Miracles like that happened only long ago," 

he insisted. 

 

Time passed, and the man saw that there was 

no hope for his daughter. In the face of his 

friends' persistent urging he decided he had 

nothing to lose by traveling to the Baal Shem 

Tov. Taking with him a small bundle of coins 

wrapped up in a kerchief, the man carried his 

helpless daughter to his wagon, set her down inside, 

and then set off in the direction of the holy tzadik. 

 

Leaving his daughter in the wagon, the man entered 

the Baal Shem Tov's chamber and began to speak: 

"They say that you are able to cure the ill. Here is the 

bundle of coins that I've brought. Take it -- let's see 

what you can do for my daughter, who is lying 

paralyzed in the back of my wagon outside." 

 

It was a hot summer day, and the Baal Shem Tov 

was sitting next to an open window. After hearing 

the man's request, the Baal Shem Tov took the 

bundle of coins and tossed it right out the window. 

"Go in peace!" he said, "I have no need for your 

money." 

 

The small package landed outside. When it hit the 

ground it tore open, scattering its contents. When the 

paralyzed girl saw this she got to her feet, climbed 

out of the wagon and began to collect the coins that 

were rolling in all directions.  Her father came out 

and beheld the miraculous sight. "Get back in the 

wagon right now!" he yelled at his daughter. "Let's 

get out of here!"  Pointing at the Baal Shem Tov's 

house, he explained, "He is liable to come out and 

say that he is the one who cured you!" 

 

[Source: Supplemented by Yerachmiel Tilles 

from "Extraordinary Chassidic Tales" Volume 1 by 

Rabbi Rafael Nachman Kahn, as translated from 

Hebrew and adapted by Basha Majerczyk.] 

 

Biographic note:  Rabbi Yisrael ben Eliezer (18 Elul 

1698-6 Sivan 1760), the Baal Shem Tov ["master of 

the good Name"], a unique and seminal figure in 

Jewish history, revealed the Chassidic movement and 

his own identity as an exceptionally holy person, on 

his 36th birthday, 18 Elul 1734. He wrote no books, 

although many claim to contain his teachings. One 

available in English is the excellent annotated 

translation of Tzava'at Harivash, published by 

Kehot. 

 
Yerachmiel Tilles.  is the director of the 
AscentOfSafed.com and KabbalaOnline.org websites. 
His mailing list of 900+ weekly stories 
(editor@ascentofsafed.com) is now in its 19th year. 
“Saturday Night, Full Moon,” the first of a 3-volume 
series of his best stories, is now available in Tzefat at 
Ascent and KabbalaOnline-shop.com, from the 
publishers in Jerusalem, Menorah-Books.com, and in 
Jewish bookstores world-wide.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choking on a Sin 

Shabbat  T imes –  Tzav  

 Candlelighting Motze Shabbat 

Jerusalem 5:19 6:31 

Tel Aviv 5:37 6:33 

Haifa 5:28 6:33 

Beer Sheva 5:36 6:32 

 

  

 



A Jew must be careful to 

preserve the spark of his 

attachment to G-d throughout 

the day, thus ensuring  

that the love he feels for the 

Creator can be easily rekindled 

at any time. If, however, the 

spark is allowed to cool off, the 

"fire" must be re-lit whenever 

he wishes to pray or study 

Torah. 
 (The Baal Shem Tov)  

 

And any earthen vessel in 

which it may have been boiled 

shall be broken (Lev. 6:21) 

 

An earthen vessel that has been 

used to cook non-kosher food 

and absorbed its flavor cannot 

be made kosher; it must be 

shattered. Similarly, the heart 

of a person who has become 

accustomed to sin must be 

And G-d spoke to 

Moses...Command Aaron (Lev. 

6:1,2) 

 

Rashi explains, a command is 

meant to encourage and spur a 

person on. As a general rule, 

whenever one is obligated to do a  

mitzva, the evil inclination 

immediately tries to prevent him 

from fulfilling G-d's command. 

This is why our Sages said: 

"Greater is he who is commanded 

and performs an action than one 

who is not commanded and 

performs the same action." It is 

much easier to do a non-obligatory 

mitzva than an obligatory one. 
 (Rabbi Hershel of Cracow) 

 

A perpetual fire shall be burning 

on the altar, it shall not go out 

(Lev. 6:6) 

h o m e @ C h a b a d C a r d o . o r g  

In this week's Torah portion, Tzav, 
we read, "A perpetual fire shall always 
be burning upon the altar; it shall never 
go out." The fire on the altar of the 
Holy Temple burned continually. It was 
never extinguished, as explained in the 
Jerusalem Talmud: "Perpetual-even on 
Shabbat; perpetual-even when the Jews 
were in a state of ritual impurity."  

Every aspect of the physical Temple 
and its service has a counterpart in the 
spiritual Holy Temple that exists in the 
heart of every Jew. Accordingly, the 
verse "A perpetual fire shall always be 
burning upon the altar; it shall never go 
out" applies in both the spiritual as well 
as the literal sense.  

The "altar" of the Jew's inner 
Sanctuary is his heart. And just as there 
were two altars in the Temple in 
Jerusalem, an inner and an outer one, so 
too is there an inner and an outer 
aspect to the Jew's heart.  

The "perpetual fire" mentioned in 
the verse was lit on the outer altar of 
the Holy Temple. This fire, in spiritual 
terms, refers to a Jew's enthusiasm and 
ardor for serving G-d, his excitement 

when performing mitzvot and the joy 
with which he does them. This fire 
must be open and apparent and burn 
"perpetually," at all times. The Jewish 
heart must always be consumed with a 
fiery love for G-dliness and holiness.  

On Shabbat we are commanded to 
refrain from working. It is forbidden to 
engage in any labor or involve ourselves 
in business affairs. Nonetheless, the fire 
on the altar of the Holy Temple 
continued to burn - "even on Shabbat." 
No matter how elevated a Jew feels on 
the Sabbath, no matter how intensely 
he experiences the holiness of the day, 
he must never assume that it is 
unnecessary to serve G-d with a fiery 
enthusiasm. His passion and fervor 
must not be permitted to die out, 
regardless of his level of spirituality.  

be discouraged by his low spiritual 
standing and surrender the "perpetual 
fire" in his heart. For as we saw in the 
Holy Temple, even spiritual 
uncleanliness is incapable of 
extinguishing its flames. "Perpetual - 
even in a state of ritual impurity." A Jew 
who finds himself in a compromising 
spiritual condition must take special 
care to guard his Jewish spark, fanning 
its glowing embers till it erupts in a 
roaring conflagration that consumes his 
entire being. As the Magid of Mezeritch 
explained, doing so will ensure that "it 
shall not go out." The negative forces in 
his life will disappear automatically, 
extinguished by the holy flames and 
nullified into nothingness.   

Adapted from the teachings of the Lubavitcher 
Rebbe (Shabbos Table and From our Sages 
reprinted from www.LchaimWeekly.org – LYO / 
NYC) 

 

 

FANNING THE EXTERNAL FLAME 

 

 

 

 

The same principle applies to 
the opposite, if, G-d forbid, a 
Jew should feel himself 
estranged from G-d and His 
commandments, like the person 
in a state of spiritual 
uncleanliness who was 
prohibited from entering the 
Holy Temple. A Jew must never 
fall into despair. He must never 

 

Dining with a Chassid 

R’ Shmuel Betzalel Sheptel, known 

among Chabad Chassidim as the 

“Rashbatz”, was one of the prominent 

chassidim of the Tzemach Tzedek, Rebbe 

Maharash, and Rebbe Rashab. He once 

visited Chernobil for Shabbos, where he 

was received with respect. After Shabbos 

he was invited to a lavish melava malka, 

and the chassidim wanted him to partake 

of all of the foods. Despite the fact that it 

was connected to a mitzvah, Rashbatz was 

not thrilled about the overindulgence. The 

chassidim challenged him, "Doesn’t it say 

that melava malka feeds the ‘Luz’ bone 

from which there will be Techiyas 

Hameisim?" Rashbatz retorted, “True!  

However, it is possible to eat in such a 

manner that one does not deserve to rise at 

Techiyas Hameisim at all…”  

  

The Rashbatz once ate at the Rebbe 

Rashab’s Shabbos table. His young 

student, the Frierdiker Rebbe, noticed that 

he was not eating the chrein (horseradish) 

with the fish, and he pushed the chrein 

toward the Rashbatz. The Rashbatz told 

him, “It’s bad enough that we have to eat. 

The food does not need a 'mediator' as 

well…”  (reprinted from Lma’an 

Yishme’u) 

 

"broken" before he can become pure. 
(Kli Yakar) 

 

  
    



h o m e @ C h a b a d C a r d o . o r g  
Suitable Teachers 

Chazal say that it is forbidden to learn even Torah from one deficient in 

emunah, lest one be influenced by their ways.  (Shabbat, 75A, Shulchan 

Aruch Yora Dea, siman 130) 

 

It once happened that a certain talmid chacham conducted himself so 

inappropriately that Rav Yehuda wanted to place him in cherem. 

However, he was hesitant to do so for then the local talmidim would not 

be allowed to learn Torah from him.  Rav Yehuda therefore consulted 

with Rabba bar Bar-Chana, who told him: The possuk says that one 

should learn Torah from a talmid chacham “since he is a malach (angel) 

of HaShem.” This teaches us that only if the talmid chacham conducts 

himself like a malach should one learn Torah from him. Since this 

talmid chacham is acting as he does, Torah may not be learnt from him. 

Nothing will therefore be lost by placing him in cherem. 

 

The Rebbe adds another requirement: one should seek to learn Torah 

from a teacher who is sensitive to its kedusha, to its connection with 

HaShem. Whatever the listener learns from such a teacher will then 

impact his neshama fruitfully.  (Sichot Kodesh, 5720, pg. 195) 

 

Chassidishe Leadership 
At the farbrengen of Simchas Torah, 5789 (1928), the Frierdiker Rebbe 

was speaking of the need to be connected to the "head" (the Rebbe), 

when he turned to Reb Chatshe Feigin and said, "This is your job, to see 

that there should be mashpi'im in every town.” Reb Chatshe asked if he 

should find someone locally who could serve as a mashpia, and the 

Frierdiker Rebbe replied, "Yes, with this they will be connected to the 

head.” Reb Chatshe then asked, "Is that because the mashpia is closer to 

the head?” The Frierdiker Rebbe gave his confirmation.  (Sefer 

HaShichot, 5789, pg. 49) 

The Frierdiker Rebbe said: Mashpi'im serve a vital function in 

darchei haChassidus. The process of transmitting and imbuing 

chassidishe values can be likened to the planting of a seed. The 

mashpia is the planter; the chossid/ mushpa/ talmid is the fertile 

soil; and the quality of the fruits depends largely on the planter's 

success in preparing the soil. He cannot afford to be lax in this 

work because a fruit that is spiritually rotten not only causes serious 

damage to his own spiritual life; it can also profane the sanctity of 

Chassidus (chillul kedushas haChassidus).  (Likutei Diburim, vol. 3, 

pg. 426) 

 

From the first moment of the farbrengen of Yud-Beis Tammuz 

5699 (1939), it was clear that something was greatly disturbing the 

Frierdiker Rebbe. After making a bracha and saying LeChayim, he 

began to share his pain. The Rebbe spoke of the difference between 

the chassidim of the past and those of the present: "At farbrengens 

in the past, eltere chassidim would speak of avoda, using vivid 

stories of a Rebbe or a chossid to illustrate their lessons. When 

admonishing a younger chossid they would handle this with 

sensitivity and genuine sympathy. Today, when gathering at a 

farbrengen, some older chassidim joke at the expense of others and 

everyone laughs. And so there has arisen a new brand of chassidim 

with unworthy middos and inappropriate talk. That was unheard of 

in earlier generations.”  

 

The Frierdiker Rebbe concluded: "Today, as well, there are B”H 

many true eltere chassidim who continue in the way of Chassidus 

as in past generations. It is their obligation to admonish the younger 

chassidim and point out clearly the authentic path of Chassidus.” 

 

The vital message of this sicha was immediately printed and 

distributed amongst the chassidim in Warsaw and then again by the 

Rebbe in the year 5708 (1948).  (Sefer HaSichot, 5699, pg. 342 and 

onwards, Sefer HaMamaarim 5708, pg. 251 and onwards) 

   WORTHY MASHPI’IM  

Fully Experiencing 

the Redemption 

 

Regarding the final 

redemption, Isaiah states, 

"You will not leave in 

haste." Why is this so? 

The Tanya describes 

haste in the service of G-

d as a virtue. Surely the 

final redemption will be 

associated with haste! 

However, alacrity is 

virtuous only when 

preparating for a mitzva, 

while the actual mitzva 

must be performed 

patiently and with full 

concentration. This 

quality was lacking at the 

Exodus. Not only did the 

Jews hurry through their 

preparations, as the 

Torah states, "You shall 

eat it [the Passover 

sacrifice] in haste," but 

the actual Exodus was 

also in haste. Our efforts 

to prepare for the final 

redemption must be done 

with the greatest speed, 

joy, and enthusiasm, but 

the actual redemption 

will be unhurried, so that 

we can fully experience 

the mitzva itself. 

(The Rebbe) 

 
reprinted from 

www.LchaimWeekly.org – 

LYO / NYC) 

 

 

In a letter, the Frierdiker Rebbe once bemoaned the state of some 

"mashpi’im" who, instead of teaching Chassidus of the Rebbeim in 

their original form, use concepts of Chassidus as material for their 

speeches and entitle them as “Chassidus.”   

 

In his words: "They justify themselves by arguing that they are doing 

it so that 'the people should understand,' but in fact they are rebelling 

against the Rebbeim and dimming the pure light planted by them. It 

is therefore no surprise that their words have no lasting impact on 

their listeners. These speakers have brought shame to the Chassidus 

they claim to stand for, by neglecting the crucial point of avoda 

shebalev – heartfelt davening and the study of Chassidus in a 

heartfelt manner.”  (Igeret HaKodesh of the RebbeRayatz, vol. 1, pg. 

346) 

 

Choosing a Mashpia and Rav 
When introducing the initiative for appointing personal mashpi'im, 

in addition to the already appointed community mashpi'im, the 

Rebbe set criteria regarding whom one should choose as a mentor. 

Firstly, said the Rebbe, a mashpia must have the three qualities that 

characterize Yidden in general: he must be compassionate, bashful 

and kind – visibly so, and to a degree appropriate to his position.   

 

Secondly, Chazal teach that one should learn Torah from a rav who 

resembles a malach. This means that the rav should be far removed 

from personal bias and envy, so that he can advise a fellow Yid 

without any personal interests involved.  (Torat Menachem 5747, 

vol. 2, pg. 691, 632) 

 

(reprinted from Lma’an Yishme’u) 

One Step Translations 

  



The upcoming new album by Jewish music 

superstar Yaakov Shwekey includes a touching tribute 

to the former executive of the country's largest kosher 

meatplant. 

 

"My dear mother was born in a DP (displaced 

persons) camp, to an amazingly strong woman who 

against all odds survived the brutal attempt of her 

death," Shwekey wrote about the album.  "So look 

around and recognize the Nissim - all of them. All 

then together we will witness the next big one! 

Because, we are a miracle!" 

 

Indeed, the album is titled "We Are a Miracle" on 

which Shwekey writes: "If we've failed to see them 

perhaps we’re distracted by the relentless challenges 

we face. Maybe we’ve just forgotten, we are one. 

Every time they try to wipe us out, we rise again, 

reaching even higher." 

 

One of the songs is called "Ani ma'amin b'nissim," a 

theme song of hope, a tune that will no doubt prove a 

rallying cry for so many others who need the liferaft 

of emunah in troubled times.  It was composed 

by Yitzy Waldner and its lyrics in both English and 

Hebrew were written by Miriam Israeli. 

 

The dedication of the song reads: "To the man with 

the fire in his eyes and the faith in his heart: We are all 

believing along with you Reb Sholom Mordechai Ben 

Shwekey Sings for Rubashkin 

Rivka Halevi (Rubashkin)." 

 

Rubashkin has led the Jewish community in 

Postville, Iowa, where his family's meat plant 

was located. He was sentenced for 27 years in 

prison in what many legal experts consider a 

blatant injustice.  This month, it 

was reported that the state case accusing 

Rubashkin of child labor and the mistreatment 

of workers was expunged from the record, the 

closest thing to an apology one can expect from 

the government. 

 

Shwekey met Rubashkin during a summertime 

visit to uplift Jews incarcerated in the Federal 

Correctional Institution in Otisville, NY. The 

singer from New Jersey was clearly impressed 

by the chossid he spoke with.  "Yaakov was 

taken by the simple faith, optimism and courage 

of the Lubavitcher chassid and found himself 

moved to prayer on Sholom Mordechai's 

behalf," a person who had details of the visit 

told COLlive.com.  “Reaching into his own 

heart, he found himself unable to stop thinking 

about what he'd seen, this unfortunate Jew 

separated from his beloved family, cut off from 

shuls and seforim, distant from his friends, 

deprived of a nourishing meal or warm bed." 

 

But rather than despair, Shwekey created a 

prayer that reflects Rubashkin's attitude as one 

who never lost his smile and never stopped 

waiting and believing in the great miracle.   

Pre-order the album on MostlyMusic.com or 

iTunes.  (reprinted from Collive) 

 

 

 
An interesting tip that I have not yet tried but 

saw on the Beit Shemesh email list: Ever run 

out of bread in the morning as you are rushing 

to make sandwiches for your family? Make 

them in advance and freeze them. This 

apparently works with peanut butter, chocolate 

spread, cheeses, etc.  by Alizah Hochstead, 

alizahh@hotmail.com                   

 
 
 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

“Ask Dr. Yosef” 

Question:  My kids, (five kids between 

the ages 1 – 9) do not listen to me.  I have to 

tell them 10 times to put on their pajamas at 

night and they do not do it until I need to 

raise my voice.  I ask them to pick up the toys 

that are on the floor and they just say “no”.  It 

is so hard to get them to listen or help out.  I 

do not think that punishing them is the correct 

approach since then they are just doing it 

because they are afraid of punishment as 

opposed to respecting their parents and/or 

wanting to help.  I am hoping you can offer 

some insights and advice. 

 

Dr. Yosef replies:   

 
“Oy Vey.”  I have several comments in 

response to what you have written: 

 

1. I have to tell them 10 times to put 

on pajamas and they don’t listen till 

I raise my voice.  Solution: raise 

your voice when you tell them first 

time.   

2. When I tell them to pick up the toys 

– they just say no.  Solution:  Tell 

them you will remove a certain 

number of toys and give them to 

children who will enjoy playing 

with them and want to retain them.  

(By the way this is probably similar 

to the idea in America of donating 

used toys to the Salvation Army – 

it’s a “salvation” for the mother 

who can stop worrying about the 

toys strewn around.)   

3. What’s your problem with 

punishment - why should you be 

the only one who suffers? 

4. Where is your husband in all of 

this?  Get him to help you – 

hopefully you won’t have to raise 

your voice to him. 

Dr. Yosef Halbfinger, Personal, Marriage 

(Sholom Bayis) & Family Issues–English, 

Hebrew, Yiddish– Halachic Advisor:  HaRav 

Chaim Sholom Deitsch, shlita. (02) 571-

4532; (0526)-967706 – 131 HaYehudim, Old 

City, JM. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Halacha Corner – 30 Days Prior to Pesach:  Starting from the day of Purim (which is 30 days before Pesach), one should start 

teaching and learning the laws of Pesach. However, since the halachos are available in print and everyone can learn it on their own, it is no longer 

customary to teach it so much publicly. Rather each one should review the halachos on their own until they know it well. (Alter Rebbe's Shulchan 

Aruch 429:1) (by Rabbi Eliezer Wenger, OBM, reprinted from www.shmais.com) Can one pay Maos Chitim (money to help the needy 

for Pesach) from maaser money: Before Pesach every community is obligated to place a tax on every resident to be used to supply Pesach 

needs to those in need. While the community’s obligation to provide Yom Tov needs is not limited to Pesach, there is special importance to the Pesach 

fund. Since Pesach is “zman cheruseinu,” when everyone is supposed to act in a royal and free manner, it is inappropriate that we rejoice comfortably 

while others suffer. Even Talmidei Chachomim, who are not obligated to pay community taxes, are obligated to pay this tax, since it is for the sake of 

the poor as opposed to city maintenance. If after collecting the money it is discovered that extra money was collected, the community may not use the 

money for other tzedaka causes, and must use it to provide for the needy more generously. As previously discussed (issue 217), according to the 

majority of Poskim, one may not use maaser money to pay up an obligation like educational expenses or to purchase items needed to perform 

particular mitzvos, like lulav and esrog. Therefore a community tax may not be paid from maaser since one is obligated to pay it. Contemporary 

Poskim suggest that as long as one sets aside some personal money for the fund, he may give the rest from maaser money. Others argue that since 

there is no set amount for Maos Chitim and everyone must give as much as they can afford, one must give his full amount from personal money. 

However, it would seem that if one already gave a substantial sum befitting someone of his financial situation, all would agree that he can add from 

maaser money. Some Poskim differentiate between our case and other community taxes for a mitzva (e.g. building a shul), and suggest that since this 

tax is for the sake of tzedaka, one may pay the entire amount of Maos Chitim from maser.  Please note that the above may not be applicable for your 

situation. Consult your Rov for a final psak.  (by Rabbi Moshe Gourarie, reprinted from Lma’an Yishme’u) 
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